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Abstract Skew Hadamard difference sets are an interesting topic of study
for over seventy years. For a long time, it had been conjectured the classical
Paley difference sets (the set of nonzero quadratic residues in Fq where q ≡
3 mod 4) were the only example in abelian groups. In 2006, the first author
and Yuan disproved this conjecture by showing that the image set of D5(x2, u)
is a new skew Hadamard difference set in (F3m ,+) with m odd, where Dn(x, u)
denotes the first kind of Dickson polynomials of order n and u ∈ F∗q . The key
observation in the proof is that D5(x2, u) is a planar function from F3m to F3m
form odd. Since then a few families of new skew Hadamard difference sets have
been discovered. In this paper, we prove that for all u ∈ F∗3m , the set Du :=
{D7(x2, u) : x ∈ F∗3m} is a skew Hadamard difference set in (F3m ,+), where
m is odd and m 6≡ 0 (mod 3). The proof is more complicated and different
from that of Ding-Yuan skew Hadamard difference sets since D7(x2, u) is not
planar in F3m . Furthermore, we show that such skew Hadamard difference
sets are inequivalent to all existing ones for m = 5, 7 by comparing the triple
intersection numbers.
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1 Introduction
Let (G,+) be a finite group of order v (written additively). A k-element subset
D of G is a (v, k, λ) difference set if the list of differences d1−d2 with d1, d2 ∈ D
and d1 6= d2, contains each nonzero element in G exactly λ times. Equivalently,
in the language of group ring, in Z[G], we have
DD(−1) = k − λ+ λG,
where D(−1) =
∑
d∈D −d. For two difference sets D1 and D2 with the same
parameters in an abelian group G, they are said to be equivalent if there exists
an automorphism α of G and an element b ∈ G such that α(D1) = D2 + b.
For more information on difference sets, we refer to [1,3,11].
Suppose that D is a difference set in (G,+) of order v. If G is the disjoint
union of D, −D, and {0}, where −D = {−d : d ∈ D}, then D is called
skew (or antisymmetric). It turns out that skew difference sets must have
the parameters (4n− 1, 2n− 1, n− 1) up to complementation, and are called
skew Hadamard difference sets. The first family of skew Hadamard difference
sets is the classical Paley difference sets in (Fq,+), i.e., the set of nonzero
quadratic residues of Fq, where q ≡ 3 (mod 4) is a prime power. The second
family of skew Hadamard difference sets had not been known until 2006 [7].
In [7], using D5(x, u), the first kind of Dickson polynomials of order 5, the
first author and Yuan constructed a new family of skew Hadamard difference
sets in (F3m ,+). The proof relies on the fact that D5(x2, u) is planar for all
u ∈ F∗3m , i.e., D5((x + a)
2, u) − D5(x2, u) permutes F3m for each a ∈ F∗3m .
Later, this construction was generalized by Weng, Qiu, Wang and Xiang [16]
by showing that the image set of every 2-to-1 planar function from Fq to Fq
is a skew Hadamard difference set if q ≡ 3 (mod 4). The first author, Wang
and Xiang also proposed another family of skew Hadamard difference sets in
(F3m ,+) using the permutation polynomials from the Ree-Tits slice symplectic
spreads [6]. For recent progress on skew Hadamard difference sets, for example,
see [15,14,8,9].
The idea behind the construction in [6] is the following: If the image set
of the classical Paley difference set under a permutation polynomial is still a
difference set, then the image set must be a skew Hadamard difference set. The
problem of constructing new skew Hadamard difference sets then becomes that
of finding such permutation polynomials by which the difference set property
of the classical Paley difference sets is preserved. In fact, the classical Paley
difference sets and the construction in [7] can be also viewed in such a way, but
the proofs are more transparent by considering the skew Hadamard difference
sets therein as the image sets of corresponding planar functions. In this paper,
we make use of this idea again to construct new skew Hadamard difference
sets. The permutation polynomials we apply are D7(x, u), the first kind of
Dickson polynomials of order 7. However, the proof is quite different from
that in the construction using the Dickson polynomials of order 5 [7], noting
that D7(x2, u) is not a planar function in F3m . The proof techniques were once
employed in [6], but are more complicated here because of the structure of
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D7(x, u). Besides a new family of skew Hadamard difference sets in (F3m ,+),
the contribution of this paper is also to enrich the possibilities of constructing
skew Hadamard difference sets using permutation polynomials, and this may
lead to a better understanding of such kinds of permutation polynomials.
The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly introduce some preliminaries, and present some auxiliary results on the
Dickson polynomials of order 7. In Section 3, using the first kind of Dickson
polynomials of order 7, we construct a family of skew Hadamard difference
sets. Moreover, we discuss the inequivalence relations between the new skew
Hadamard difference sets and the existing ones. In Section 4, we conclude this
paper with some open problems.
2 Preliminaries and some auxiliary results
In this section, we first introduce some preliminaries, which are the main tools
later in our proof. We then derive some auxiliary results on the first kind of
Dickson polynomials of order 7.
2.1 Gauss sums and the Stickelberger’s theorem
Let q = pm be a prime power and ξn be a fixed complex primitive n-th
root of unity. Define ψ : Fq 7→ C∗ by ψ(x) = ξ
Trq/p(x)
p , which is a nontrivial
character of (Fq,+), where Trq/p denotes the trace function from Fq to Fp.
Let χ : F∗q 7→ C
∗ be a character of F∗q . The Gauss sum is defined by
g(χ) :=
∑
x∈F∗q
χ(x)ψ(x).
An elementary property of Gauss sums is the following:
g(χ)g(χ) = q, for each χ 6= χ0,
where χ0 is the trivial character of F
∗
q . Gauss sums can also be viewed as the
Fourier coefficients in the Fourier expansion of ψ in terms of the characters of
F∗q , i.e., for each x ∈ F
∗
q ,
ψ(x) =
1
q − 1
∑
χ∈X
g(χ)χ−1(x), (1)
where X denotes the character group of F∗q . In order to utilize Gauss sums, we
need Stickelberger’s theorem on the prime ideal factorization of Gauss sums.
For each prime ideal p in Z[ξq−1] lying over p, we have that Z[ξq−1]/p is a
finite field of order q, denoted by Fq. Let ωp be the Teichmu¨ller character on
Fq, which is an isomorphism
ωp : F
∗
q 7→ {1, ξq−1, ξ
2
q−1, . . . , ξ
q−2
q−1}
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satisfying ωp(x) (mod p) = x, for all x ∈ F∗q . It is clear that ωp generates the
character group of F∗q.
For each Z[ξq−1], the prime ideal p splits into a prime power ideal in
Z[ξq−1, ξp], and p = B
p−1 with B a prime ideal in Z[ξq−1, ξp]. Let vB be
the B-adic valuations in Z[ξq−1, ξp]. The Stickelberger’s theorem is the follow-
ing [2, p. 344].
Theorem 1 Let q = pm be a prime power. For each integer a =
∑m−1
i=0 aip
i
with 0 < a < q − 1, define the p-adic weight of a as w(a) =
∑m−1
i=0 ai. Then
vB(g(ω
−a
p )) = w(a).
2.2 The Dickson polynomials and some auxiliary results
Let m > 0 be an integer and q = pm with p a prime. For each u ∈ Fq, the
Dickson polynomial Dn(x, u) of the first kind is defined by [12,13]
Dn(x, u) :=
⌊n/2⌋∑
j=0
n
n− j
(
n− j
j
)
(−u)jxn−2j .
In [7], the first author and Yuan showed that the polynomial gu(x) = D5(x
2,−u)
is a planar function from F3m to F3m , and then constructed skew Hadamard
difference sets by using the image set of gu(x). We also refer to [16] for an
explanation of this construction from the viewpoint of presemifields. When
the order n = 7, the Dickson polynomial is
D7(x, u) = x
7 − ux5 − u2x3 − u3x.
Hereafter, let q = 3m. We will employ the Dickson polynomial D7(x, u) to
construct new skew Hadamard difference sets in (Fq,+). To this end, we need
the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 1 [12,13] The Dickson polynomial Dn(x, u), for each u ∈ F∗q, is a
permutation polynomial of Fq if and only if gcd(n, q
2 − 1) = 1.
Corollary 1 The Dickson polynomial D7(x, u), for u ∈ F∗q, is a permutation
polynomial of Fq if and only if m 6≡ 0 (mod 3).
Proof Note that gcd(7, q2 − 1) = 1 if and only if m 6≡ 0 (mod 3). The desired
conclusion then follows from Lemma 1. ⊓⊔
For each u ∈ F∗q , define
Du := {D7(x
2, u) : x ∈ F∗q}. (2)
For the image set Du, we have the following result.
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Lemma 2 If m is odd and m 6≡ 0 (mod 3), for each u ∈ F∗q, we have
Du ∩ (−Du) = ∅,
and
Du ∪ (−Du) ∪ {0} = Fq.
Proof First, suppose that D7(x2, u) = −D7(y2, u) for some x, y ∈ F∗q , which
means D7(x2, u) = D7(−y2, u). Note that the Dickson polynomial D7(x, u) is
a permutation polynomial when m 6≡ 0 (mod 3) by Lemma 1. We then have
x2 = −y2, which implies that −1 is a square in Fq. Since q = 3m and m is
odd, this is a contradiction. Thus, we have Du ∩ (−Du) = ∅.
Second, by the first assertion of this lemma, it suffices to prove that |Du| =
(q − 1)/2. For each u ∈ F∗q , note that D7(0, u) = 0. Since D7(x, u) is a permu-
tation polynomial, we have D7(x2, u) = 0 if and only if x = 0. It then follows
that |Du| = (3m − 1)/2, which completes the proof. ⊓⊔
We remark that if we replace the Dickson polynomial D7(x, u) in (2)
with any other permutation polynomial of Fq, we have the similar result to
Lemma 2.
3 A family of skew Hadamard difference sets
3.1 The construction
In this section, we show that the image set defined by (2) is a skew Hadamard
difference set in (Fq,+). We first present the main theorem as follows.
Theorem 2 Let u ∈ F∗q and Du be defined as in (2). If m is odd and m 6≡ 0
(mod 3), Du is a skew Hadamard difference set in (Fq,+).
Since we have already proved that Du is skew in Lemma 2, it suffices to
prove that Du is a difference set. In order to do this, we need to prove that
for every nontrivial additive character ψ of Fq,
ψ(Du)ψ(Du) =
q + 1
4
.
We will use the following lemma [5] to simplify the proof.
Lemma 3 Let G be an abelian group of order pm, where p is a prime congru-
ent to 3 modulo 4, and m is an odd integer. Let D be a subset of G such that
in Z[G],
D +D(−1) = G− 1,
and D(t) = D for every nonzero quadratic residue t modulo p. If for every
nontrivial additive character ψ of G,
ψ(D) ≡
p(m−1)/2 − 1
2
(mod p(m−1)/2),
then D is a difference set in G.
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Now we are ready to show that Du is a skew Hadamard difference set in
(Fq,+).
Proof (Theorem 2)
Since 1 ∈ Z/3Z is the only nonzero quadratic residue modulo 3, the condi-
tion of Lemma 3 can certainly be satisfied, i.e., D
(t)
u = Du for every nonzero
quadratic residue t modulo 3. By Lemma 2, Du is skew. Then by Lemma 3,
it suffices to show that for every nontrivial additive character ψβ : Fq 7→ C∗,
ψβ(Du) ≡
3(m−1)/2 − 1
2
(mod 3(m−1)/2), (3)
where ψβ = ξ
Tr(βx)
3 , β ∈ F
∗
q , ξ3 = e
2pii/3, and Tr denotes the trace function
from Fq to F3.
We now compute the left hand side of (3). Let χ be the multiplicative
quadratic character of Fq. Then
ψβ(Du) =
∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))
χ(x) + 1
2
=
1
2

∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))χ(x) +
∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))


=
1
2

∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))χ(x) − 1

 ,
where in the last equality we used the facts that D7(x, u) is a permutation
polynomial of Fq and D7(0, u) = 0. It then follows that (3) is equivalent to∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))χ(x) ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2). (4)
Let Sβ =
∑
x∈F∗q
ψβ(D7(x, u))χ(x). We then have
Sβ =
∑
x∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(β3x21−β3u3x15−(βu2+β3u9)x3)
3 χ(x)
=
∑
y∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(β3y7−β3u3y5−(βu2+β3u9)y)
3 χ(y)
= ±
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7−β3+7
−1
·5·(−3)u3z5−(β1+7
−1
·(−3)u2+β3+7
−1
·(−3)u9)z)
3 χ(z),
where 7−1 denotes the multiplicative inverse of 7 modulo q − 1.
Let γu = −(β1+7
−1·(−3)u2 + β3+7
−1·(−3)u9), and ηu = −β3+7
−1·5·(−3)u3.
Clearly, ηu 6= 0.
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If γu = 0, the equation (4) becomes∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7+ηuz
5)
3 χ(z) ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2). (5)
Using Fourier inversion (1), we have for each z ∈ F∗q ,
ξ
Tr(z)
3 =
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)ωb(z),
where ω is the Teichmu¨ller character on Fq. Then we get∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7+ηuz
5)
3 χ(z)
=
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5)
3 χ(z)
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)ωb(z7)
=
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5)
3 ω
− q−12 (z)
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)ω7b(z)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5)
3 ω
− q−12 +7b(z)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)
∑
z5∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5)
3 ω
− q−12 +5
−1·7b(z5),
where 5−1 is the multiplicative inverse of 5 modulo q − 1. Let z = η−5
−1
u y,
then we have∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7+ηuz
5)
3 χ(z)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)
∑
η−1u y5∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(y5)
3 ω
− q−12 +5
−1·7b(y5)ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b(η−1u )
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)g(ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b)ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b(η−1u ).
Thus,
Sβ = ±
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)g(ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b)ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b(η−1u ).
Fix each prime ideal p in Z[ξq−1] lying over 3 and let B be the prime ideal
of Z[ξq−1, ξ3] lying over p. Since vB(3) = 2, we have
Sβ ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2) ⇐⇒ vB(Sβ) ≥ m− 1. (6)
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It then follows that
Sβ ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2)
⇐⇒ vB
(
q−2∑
b=0
g(ω−b)g(ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b)ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b(η−1u )
)
≥ m− 1.
By Theorem 1, we have for each b with 0 ≤ b ≤ q − 2,
vB(g(ω
−b)g(ω−
q−1
2 +5
−1·7b)) = w(b) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 5−1 · 7b
)
.
Thus, to prove (5), it suffices to prove that for each b with 0 ≤ b ≤ q − 2,
w(b) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 5−1 · 7b
)
≥ m− 1. (7)
We will prove the statement in Theorem 5. Since the proof of (7) is lengthy,
we put it in Appendix A.
If γu 6= 0, we need to prove that
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7+ηuz
5+γuz)
3 χ(z) ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2). (8)
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Similarly, using Fourier inversion (1), we have∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(z7+ηuz
5+γuz)
3 χ(z)
=
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5+γuz)
3 ω
− q−12 (z)
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b1=0
g(ω−b1)ωb1(z7)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b1=0
g(ω−b1)
∑
z∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(ηuz
5+γuz)
3 ω
− q−12 +7b1(z)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b1=0
g(ω−b1)
∑
y∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(y5+γuη
−5−1
u y)
3 ω
− q−12 +7b1(η−5
−1
u y)
=
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b1=0
g(ω−b1)
∑
y∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(γuη
−5−1
u y)
3 ω
− q−12 +7b1(η−5
−1
u y)
·
1
q − 1
q−2∑
b2=0
g(ω−b2)ωb2(y5)
=
1
(q − 1)2
q−2∑
b1=0
g(ω−b1)
q−2∑
b2=0
g(ω−b2)ω−
q−1
2 +7b1(η−5
−1
u )
·
∑
y∈F∗q
ξ
Tr(γuη
−5−1
u y)
3 ω
− q−12 +7b1+5b2(y)
=
1
(q − 1)2
q−2∑
b1=0
q−2∑
b2=0
g(ω−b1)g(ω−b2)g(ω−
q−1
2 +7b1+5b2)
·ω−
q−1
2 +7b1(η−5
−1
u )ω
− q−12 +7b1+5b2(γ−1u η
5−1
u ).
By (6), we have
Sβ ≡ 0 (mod 3
(m−1)/2)
⇐⇒ vB
( q−2∑
b1=0
q−2∑
b2=0
g(ω−b1)g(ω−b2)g(ω−
q−1
2 +7b1+5b2)
· ω−
q−1
2 +7b1(η−5
−1
u )ω
− q−12 +7b1+5b2(γ−1u η
5−1
u )
)
≥ m− 1.
From Theorem 1, it then follows that for all b1, b2, with 0 ≤ b1 ≤ q − 2 and
0 ≤ b2 ≤ q − 2,
vB
(
q−2∑
b1=0
q−2∑
b2=0
g(ω−b1)g(ω−b2)g(ω−
q−1
2 +7b1+5b2)
)
= w(b1) + w(b2) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 7b1 − 5b2
)
.
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Therefore, in order to prove (8), we need to show that for all b1, b2, with
0 ≤ b1 ≤ q − 2 and 0 ≤ b2 ≤ q − 2,
w(b1) + w(b2) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 7b1 − 5b2
)
≥ m− 1. (9)
We will prove (9) in Theorem 6, which is also put in Appendix A.
Combining Theorem 5, Theorem 6, and Lemma 2, the conclusion follows.
⊓⊔
3.2 Inequivalence of skew Hadamard difference sets
In this section, we discuss the equivalence relations of skew Hadamard differ-
ence sets. In [6], all the known families of skew Hadamard difference sets in
(F3m ,+) with m odd were summarized and the inequivalence relations were
verified by computer for m = 5, 7. For the skew Hadamard difference sets con-
structed from the first kind of Dickson polynomials of order 7, we first have
the following result, similar to both the Ding-Yuan skew Hadamard difference
sets in [7] and the skew Hadamard difference sets from Ree-Tits permutation
polynomials in [6].
Theorem 3 Let u ∈ F∗q. The skew Hadamard difference sets Du in (Fq,+)
constructed in Theorem 2 are equivalent to either of the following:
(i) the difference set D1 = {D7(x2, 1)|x ∈ F∗q};
(ii) the difference set D−1 = {D7(x2,−1)|x ∈ F∗q},
where D7(x, u) denotes the first kind Dickson polynomial of order 7.
Proof Note that D7(x, u) = x7 − ux5 − u2x3 − u3x. For each b ∈ F∗q , we have
b7D7(x, u) = b
7x7 − ub7x5 − u2b7x3 − u3b7x = D7(bx, ub
2). (10)
Setting u = 1 in (10), we have
b7D7(x
2, 1) = D7(bx
2, b2).
Thus, it is easily seen thatDb2 = b
7D1 if b is a square in F
∗
q , whileDb2 = −b
7D1
if b is a nonsquare. Thus, for every square u ∈ F∗q , Du is equivalent to D1.
With similar argument, we can also prove that for every nonsquare u ∈ F∗q ,
Du is equivalent to D−1. ⊓⊔
In general, it is difficult to distinguish inequivalent skew Hadamard dif-
ference sets [7,6]. In [7,6], two different techniques were used to verified the
inequivalence relations by computer, respectively. Here we use the method
in [1,6] to determine the inequivalence relations for m = 5, 7. In the sequel, we
use P to denote the classical Paley difference set, DY(1) and DY(−1) to denote
the two classes of skew Hadamard difference sets in [7], RT(1) and RT(−1) to
denote the two classes of skew Hadamard difference sets in [6], respectively.
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For a difference set D in (Fq,+), define
T{a, b} := |D ∩ (D + a) ∩ (D + b)|,
where a, b ∈ F∗q . These numbers T{a, b} are called the triple intersection num-
bers. It is clear that two equivalent difference sets have the identical distribu-
tion of the triple intersection numbers.
When m = 5, the distributions of the triple intersection numbers of these
difference sets in (F3m ,+) are summarized in the following table. Note that
the exponents denote the multiplicities of the corresponding triple intersection
numbers.
DS Triple intersection numbers with multiplicities
P 261815273630281815297260 · · · 331815
DY(1) 2315243025285261245 · · · 3545
DY(−1) 247525435261155272385 · · · 35120
RT(1) 247525330261155272535 · · · 35105
RT(−1) 249025330261095272655 · · · 35120
D1 2330246025390261110 · · · 3645
D
−1 2315247525330261005 · · · 3615
It is easily checked that the distributions of all these 7 classes of skew
Hadamard difference sets are pairwise distinct. Therefore, we conclude that
all these 7 classes of skew Hadamard difference sets are pairwise inequivalent
for m = 5.
When m = 7, we only need to check the maximum and the minimum
triple intersection numbers of these difference sets in (F3m ,+), as listed in the
following table.
DS MIN MAX
P 261 284
DY(1) 246 300
DY(−1) 248 297
RT(1) 250 295
RT(−1) 249 296
D1 244 301
D
−1 246 299
Thus, for m = 7, all these 7 classes of skew Hadamard difference sets are
also pairwise inequivalent. Consequently, we make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 For all oddm > 7 withm 6≡ 0 (mod 3), the seven skew Hadamard
difference sets P, DY(1), DY(−1), RT(1), RT(−1), D1 and D−1 are pairwise
inequivalent.
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4 Conclusions
Using the first kind of the Dickson polynomials D7(x, u), we showed that for
all u ∈ F∗q , Du, the image set of D7(x
2, u) is a skew Hadamard difference set
in (F3m ,+), where m is odd and m 6≡ 0 (mod 3). Furthermore we proved that
every such skew Hadamard difference set is equivalent to either D1 or D−1.
By comparing the triple intersection numbers, with the help of computer, we
verified that both of the two skew Hadamard difference sets in (F3m ,+) are
inequivalent to all existing ones with the same parameters for m = 5, 7. To
conclude the paper, we would like to make the following remarks.
(1) Based on the numerical results (up to m = 19), it seems impossible to
obtain new skew Hadamard difference sets using the Dickson polynomials
of higher order.
(2) We emphasize that this is the second family of skew Hadamard difference
sets using permutation polynomials (the first one in [6]). Both of the two ex-
amples still look mysterious, and it is more interesting to characterize such
permutation polynomials that can be used to construct skew Hadamard
difference sets. On the other hand, because of the direct relation between
skew Hadamard difference sets and even planar functions [16], one may ask
whether the skew Hadamard difference sets constructed in this paper are
in fact the image sets of certain new planar functions.
(3) Since when m is even and m 6≡ 0 mod 3, the first kind of Dickson poly-
nomials of order 7 are still permutation polynomials, it is of interest to
consider the image set of D7(x2, u) in (F3m ,+) where m is even. With the
help of magma [4], we verified that the image set of D7(x2, u) is a Paley
type partial difference set in (F3m ,+) for m = 4, 8. However, the proof is
still missing.
(4) We also mention that Muzychuk [14] gave a powerful construction of skew
Hadamard difference sets in elementary abelian groups of order q3 with
the prime power q ≡ 3 mod 4, in comparison that the skew Hadamard
difference sets constructed here are in (F3m ,+) with m odd.
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A Appendix
In this appendix, we prove both (7) and (9). Let q = 3m with m odd and m 6≡ 0 (mod 3).
In both two proofs, we will always use the following theorem [10].
Theorem 4 [10, Theorem 4.1] Let a(1), a(2), . . . , a(n) be n integers, and let the integer s
satisfy
s ≡ l1a
(1) + l2a
(2) + · · ·+ lna
(n) (mod pm − 1),
for some nonzero integers l1, l2, . . . , ln. Suppose that s and a(1), a(2), . . . , a(n) have p-ary
representations s =
∑m−1
i=1 sip
i and a(j) =
∑m−1
i=0 a
(j)
i p
i for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where the p-ary
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digits si and all a
(j)
i
’s are integers in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. Then there exists a unique integer
sequence c = c
−1, c0, . . . , cm−1 with c−1 = cm−1 such that
pci + si = ci−1 +
n∑
j=1
lja
(j)
i (0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1).
Moreover, if we define
l+ =
n∑
j = 1
lj > 0
lj , l− =
n∑
j = 1
lj < 0
lj ,
then l
−
− 1 ≤ ci ≤ l+, and furthermore
l
−
≤ ci ≤ l+ − 1,
for i = 0, 1, . . . , m− 1 provided that a(j) 6≡ 0 mod pm − 1 for some j = 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 5 For each a, 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 2, we have
w(a) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 5−1 · 7a
)
≥ m, (11)
where w(a) is the digit sum of a defined in Theorem 1.
Proof Since m is odd, we have gcd(q − 1, 5) = 1. Thus, it is equivalent to prove
w(5a) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 7a
)
≥ m. (12)
For each 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 2, suppose that a has the ternary representation a =
∑m−1
i=0 ai3
i
with ai ∈ {0, 1, 2}. We extend a0, a1, . . . , am−1 to a periodic ternary sequence with period
m, i.e., ai = aj whenever i ≡ j (mod m). We then have
q − 1
2
− 7a =
q − 1
2
− 32a+ 3a− a
=
m−1∑
i=0
(1 − ai−2 + ai−1 − ai)3
i (mod 3m − 1)
=
m−1∑
i=0
(1 + (2 − ai−2) + ai−1 + (2− ai))3
i (mod 3m − 1)
=
m−1∑
i=0
(5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai)3
i (mod 3m − 1).
For each i, let
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai, (13)
and by Theorem 4, there exists a unique sequence {ci} such that
si = bi − 3ci + ci−1, (14)
with si ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where bi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7} and ci ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is the carry from the ith
digit to the (i+ 1)th digit in the modular summation of q−1
2
, −32a, 3a and −a. Similarly,
for 5a, we have
5a =
m−1∑
i=0
(4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai)3
i (mod 3m − 1).
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For each i, let
di = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai, (15)
and there exists a unique sequence {ei} such that
ti = di − 3ei + ei−1, (16)
with ti ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where di ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 6} and ei ∈ {0, 1, 2} is the carry from the ith digit
to the (i+ 1)th digit in the modular summation of 32a, −3a and −a. It then follows that
w(5a) +w
(
q − 1
2
− 7a
)
=
m−1∑
i=0
si +
m−1∑
i=0
ti
=
m−1∑
i=0
(5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai − 3ci + ci−1)
+
m−1∑
i=0
(4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai − 3ei + ei−1)
= 9m− 2
m−1∑
i=0
ai − 2
m−1∑
i=0
ci − 2
m−1∑
i=0
ei.
Thus, to prove Theorem 5, it suffices to prove
m−1∑
i=0
(ai + ci + ei) ≤ 4m.
We now prove the inequality above by discussing all the possible values of ai + ci + ei,
where ai ∈ {0, 1, 2}, ci ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and ei ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
I. ai + ci + ei = 7.
There is only one possibility: ai = 2, ci = 3 and ei = 2. On one hand, by (14),
si = bi − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0 implies that bi ≥ 6. On the other hand, by (13), we have
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai = 3 + ai−1 − ai−2 ≤ 5,
contradicting to bi ≥ 6.
II. ai + ci + ei = 6.
There are three possibilities: (i) ai = 2, ci = 3 and ei = 1; (ii) ai = 2, ci = 2 and ei = 2;
(iii) ai = 1, ci = 3 and ei = 2.
II.(i). ai = 2, ci = 3 and ei = 1.
This is impossible according to Case I.
II.(ii). ai = 2, ci = 2 and ei = 2.
By (16), ti = di − 3ei + ei−1 ≥ 0 implies that
4 ≤ di ≤ 6. (17)
Meanwhile, by (15), we have
di = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai = 2 + ai−2 − ai−1 ≤ 4. (18)
It then follows from (17) and (18) that di = 4, ai−2 = 2 and ai−1 = 0. Then by
(13), we have
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai = 1.
However, by (14), si = bi − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0 implies that bi ≥ 3, and this leads to a
contradiction.
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II.(iii). ai = 1, ci = 3 and ei = 2.
By (14), note that si = bi − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0. We then have
6 ≤ bi ≤ 7. (19)
By (13), we also have
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai = 4+ ai−1 − ai−2 ≤ 6. (20)
Thus, (19) and (20) imply that bi = 6, ai−1 = 2 and ai−2 = 0. By (15), we can
determine the value of di as
di = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai = 1.
Note that ti = di− 3ei+ ei−1 ≥ 0. Then we have 4 ≤ di ≤ 6, this is a contradiction
to di = 1.
III. ai + ci + ei = 5.
There are six possibilities: (i) ai = 0, ci = 3 and ei = 2; (ii) ai = 1, ci = 2 and ei = 2;
(iii) ai = 1, ci = 3 and ei = 1; (iv) ai = 2, ci = 1 and ei = 2; (v) ai = 2, ci = 2 and
ei = 1; (vi) ai = 2, ci = 3 and ei = 0.
III.(i). ai = 0, ci = 3 and ei = 2.
By (14) and (16), we have 6 ≤ bi ≤ 7 and 4 ≤ di ≤ 6. Adding up these two
inequalities, we have
10 ≤ bi + di ≤ 13. (21)
By (13) and (15), we have
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2
di = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1.
Adding up the two inequalities above, we get
bi + di = 9,
contradicting to (21).
III.(ii). ai = 1, ci = 2 and ei = 2.
It follows from (13) and (15) that
bi + di = 9− 2ai = 7.
Since bi ≥ 3ci− ci−1 ≥ 3 and di ≥ 3ei− ei−1 ≥ 4, we have bi = 3 and di = 4. Then
again by (13) and (15), we get
ci−1 ≥ 3ci − bi = 3,
ei−1 ≥ 3ei − di = 2.
Thus, ci−1 = 3 and ei−1 = 2, which is impossible according to Case III.(i).
III.(iii). ai = 1, ci = 3 and ei = 1.
By (14) and (13), we get
bi ≥ 3ci − ci−1 ≥ 6
and
bi = 5 + ai−1 − ai−2 − ai = 4+ ai−1 − ai−2 ≤ 6,
respectively. Thus, we have bi = 6, ai−1 = 2 and ai−2 = 0. Again by (14), ci−1 ≥
3ci−bi = 3. With similar argument by (16) and (15), we have di = 1. It then follows
that ei−1 ≥ 3ei − di = 2. This is also impossible by Case III.(i).
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III.(iv). ai = 2, ci = 1 and ei = 2.
By (16) and (15), we have
di ≥ 3ei − ei−1 ≥ 4
and
di = 4 + ai−2 − ai−1 − ai = 2 + ai−2 − ai−1 ≤ 4,
respectively. The two inequalities can be satisfied only if di = 4, ai−2 = 2 and
ai−1 = 0. Again by (16), we have ei−1 ≥ 3ei−di = 2 and then ei−1 = 2. From (16)
and (15), it follows that
di−1 ≥ 3ei−1 − ei−2 ≥ 4
and
di−1 = 4 + ai−3 − ai−2 − ai−1 = 2 + ai−3 ≤ 4.
Thus, we have di−1 = 4 and ai−3 = 2. Using (16) again, we get ei−2 ≥ 3ei−1 −
di−1 = 2 and then ei−2 = 2. Applying (16) and (15) again, we have
di−2 ≥ 3ei−2 − ei−3 ≥ 4
and
di−2 = 4 + ai−4 − ai−3 − ai−2 = ai−4 ≤ 2,
respectively. This is a contradiction.
III.(v). ai = 2, ci = 2 and ei = 1.
By (13) and (15), we have
bi + di = 9− 2ai = 5,
while by (14) and (16), we get
bi ≥ 3ci − ci−1 ≥ 3
and
di ≥ 3ei − ei−1 ≥ 1,
respectively. Thus, there are two subcases: one is bi = 3 and di = 2; the other is
bi = 4 and di = 1. In the first subcase, ai−1 − ai−2 = 0. With (13) and (15),
ci−1 ≥ 3ci − bi = 3 and ei−1 ≥ 3ei − di = 1. We summarize the information in the
following table.
I :=
[
ai−1 = ai−2 ci−1 = 3 ei−1 ≥ 1
]
By the previous argument in Case III.(iii), only the case that ai−1 = ai−2 = 0,
ci−1 = 3 and ei−1 = 1 is possible. However, by (14) and (13), we have
bi−1 ≥ 3ci−1 − ci−2 ≥ 6
and
bi−1 = 5 + ai−2 − ai−3 − ai−1 = 5− ai−3 ≤ 5.
This is a contradiction. Now we look at the second subcase, i.e., bi = 4, di = 1 and
ai−1 − ai−2 = 1. Note that by (14) and (16), we have ci−1 ≥ 3ci − bi = 2 and
ei−1 ≥ 3ei − di = 2. To sum up, we list the information in the following table.
I :=
[
ai−1 − ai−2 = 1 ci−1 ≥ 2 ei−1 = 2
]
This is also impossible by Case III.(ii).
III.(vi). ai = 2, ci = 3 and ei = 0.
This is impossible by Case I.
Thus, for each i, we have ai + ci + ei ≤ 4, which completes the proof. ⊓⊔
Theorem 6 For each a with 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 2 and b with 0 ≤ b ≤ q − 2, we have
w(a) + w(b) +w
(
q − 1
2
− 7a − 5b
)
≥ m, (22)
where w(a) is the digit sum of a defined in Theorem 1.
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For each 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 2, and 0 ≤ b ≤ q − 2, suppose that a and b have the ternary
representation a =
∑m−1
i=0 ai3
i with ai ∈ {0, 1, 2} and b =
∑m−1
i=0 bi3
i with bi ∈ {0, 1, 2},
respectively. Here we view both {ai} and {bi} as ternary sequences with period m. It then
follows that
q − 1
2
− 5a− 7b
=
q − 1
2
− 3a− 3a+ a− 32b+ 3b− b
=
m−1∑
i=0
(1− ai−1 − ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi)3
i (mod 3m − 1)
=
m−1∑
i=0
(1 + (2− ai−1) + (2− ai−1) + ai
+(2− bi−2) + bi−1 + (2 − bi))3
i (mod 3m − 1)
=
m−1∑
i=0
(9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi)3
i (mod 3m − 1).
For each i, let
di = 9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi. (23)
It is easily seen that di ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 13}. By Theorem 4, there exists a unique sequence {ci}
such that
si = di − 3ci + ci−1, (24)
with si ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where ci ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 6} is the carry from the ith digit to the (i + 1)th
digit in the modular summation of q−1
2
, −3a, −3a, a, −32b, 3b and −b. We then have
w(a) +w(b) + w
(
q − 1
2
− 5a− 7b
)
=
m−1∑
i=0
ai +
m−1∑
i=0
bi +
m−1∑
i=0
si
=
m−1∑
i=0
ai +
m−1∑
i=0
bi
+
m−1∑
i=0
(9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi − 3ci + ci−1)
= 9m− 2
m−1∑
i=0
ci.
Thus, it suffices to prove
m−1∑
i=0
ci ≤ 4m. (25)
To prove Theorem 6, we need the following results on the sequence {ci}.
Lemma 4 For each i, ci ≤ 5.
Proof Suppose that for some i, ci = 6. Note that si = di − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0, then di ≥
3ci − ci−1 ≥ 12 and ci−1 ≥ 3ci − di ≥ 5. This implies ci−1 = 6 or ci−1 = 5. If ci−1 = 6,
since si−1 = di−1 − 3ci−1 + ci−2 ≥ 0, we have 12 ≤ di−1 ≤ 13. Thus, adding up the two
inequalities by (23), we get
24 ≤ di + di−1 = 18− 2ai−2 − ai−1 + ai − bi−3 − bi,
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but this inequality cannot be satisfied for all {ai}. If ci−1 = 5, similar argument also leads
to a contradiction. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5 If for some i, ci = 5, then ci−1 ≤ 4 and ci+1 ≤ 4.
Proof It suffices to prove ci−1 ≤ 4 only. Suppose to the contrary that ci−1 = 5. Note that
si = di−3ci+ci−1 ≥ 0 and si−1 = di−1−3ci−1+ci−2 ≥ 0. Then we have di ≥ 3ci−ci−1 ≥
10 and di−1 ≥ 10. By (23), we have
10 ≤ di = 9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi (26)
and
10 ≤ di−1 = 9− 2ai−2 + ai−1 − bi−3 + bi−2 − bi−1. (27)
Adding up these two inequalities, we get
20 ≤ di + di−1 = 18− 2ai−2 − ai−1 + ai − bi−3 − bi.
This can be satisfied only if ai = 2 and ai−1 = ai−2 = bi = bi−3 = 0. Back to (26) and
(27), we have bi−2 − bi−1 ≤ 1 and bi−2 − bi−1 ≥ 1, respectively. Thus, bi−2 − bi−1 = 1
and di = di−1 = 10. Again by (24), we have ci−2 ≥ 3ci−1 − di−1 = 5, which implies that
ci−2 = 5 by Lemma 4. Then di−2 ≥ 3ci−2 − ci−3 ≥ 10. On the other hand,
di−2 = 9− 2ai−3 + ai−2 − bi−4 + bi−3 − bi−2
= 9− 2ai−3 − bi−4 − bi−2
≤ 9.
This is a contradiction. ⊓⊔
Lemma 6 If for some i, ci = 5 and ci−1 = 4, then ci−2 ≤ 4.
Proof Suppose to the contrary that ci−2 = 5. Since si = di − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0, we have
di ≥ 3ci − ci−1 = 11,
di−1 ≥ 3ci−1 − ci−2 = 7,
di−2 ≥ 3ci−2 − ci−3 ≥ 11,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 5. By (23), we have
11 ≤ di = 9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi, (28)
7 ≤ di−1 = 9− 2ai−2 + ai−1 − bi−3 + bi−2 − bi−1, (29)
11 ≤ di−2 = 9− 2ai−3 + ai−2 − bi−4 + bi−3 − bi−2. (30)
Adding up the three inequalities, we get
29 ≤ 27 − 2ai−3 − ai−2 − ai−1 + ai − bi−4 − bi−2 − bi.
This can be satisfied only if ai = 2 and ai−1 = ai−2 = ai−3 = bi = bi−2 = bi−4 = 0. From
(30), it follows that 11 ≤ di−2 = 9+ bi−3. Thus, bi−3 = 2 and di−2 = 11. Again by (24), we
have ci−3 ≥ 3ci−2−di−2 = 4. By Lemma 5, ci−3 = 4. Since si−3 = di−3−3ci−3+ci−4 ≥ 0,
we have di−3 ≥ 3ci−3 − ci−4 ≥ 7. Then by (23),
7 ≤ di−3 = 9− 2ai−4 + ai−3 − bi−5 + bi−4 − bi−3
= 7− 2ai−4 − bi−5
≤ 7.
It then follows that di−3 = 7 and ai−4 = bi−5 = 0. Thus, ci−4 ≥ 3ci−3 − di−3 = 5, and
then ci−4 = 5 by Lemma 4. On one hand, di−4 ≥ 3ci−4 − ci−5 ≥ 11. On the other hand,
di−4 = 9− 2ai−5 + ai−4 − bi−6 + bi−5 − bi−4
= 9− 2ai−5 − bi−6
≤ 9,
which leads to a contradiction. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 7 If for some i, ci = 5 and ci−1 = ci−2 = 4, then ci−3 ≤ 4.
Proof Suppose to contrary that ci−3 = 5. Note that si = di − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0 for each i.
Then
di ≥ 3ci − ci−1 = 11,
di−1 ≥ 3ci−1 − ci−2 = 8,
di−2 ≥ 3ci−2 − ci−3 = 7,
di−3 ≥ 3ci−3 − ci−4 ≥ 11,
where in the last inequality we used the fact that ci−4 ≤ 4 by Lemma 5. Using (23), we
have
11 ≤ di = 9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi, (31)
8 ≤ di−1 = 9− 2ai−2 + ai−1 − bi−3 + bi−2 − bi−1, (32)
7 ≤ di−2 = 9− 2ai−3 + ai−2 − bi−4 + bi−3 − bi−2, (33)
11 ≤ di−3 = 9− 2ai−4 + ai−3 − bi−5 + bi−4 − bi−3. (34)
Adding up (31) and (32), (33) and (34), respectively, we get
19 ≤ 18− 2ai−2 − ai−1 + ai − bi−3 − bi, (35)
18 ≤ 18− 2ai−4 − ai−3 + ai−2 − bi−5 − bi−2. (36)
By (35), we know that ai−2 = 0. Then by (36), we have ai−3 = ai−4 = bi−2 = bi−5 = 0.
The inequality (34) becomes
11 ≤ di−3 = 9 + bi−4 − bi−3.
This holds only if bi−4 = 2 and bi−3 = 0. Thus, di−3 = 11. Note that si−3 = di−3−3ci−3+
ci−4 ≥ 0. We then have ci−4 ≥ 3ci−3 − di−3 = 4. By Lemma 5, ci−4 = 4. It then follows
that di−4 ≥ 3ci−4 − ci−5 ≥ 7. By (23), we get
7 ≤ di−4 = 9− 2ai−5 + ai−4 − bi−6 + bi−5 − bi−4
= 7− 2ai−5 − bi−6
≤ 7.
Then di−4 = 7 and ai−5 = bi−6 = 0. By (24), we have ci−5 ≥ 3ci−4 − di−4 = 5 and then
ci−5 = 5. On one hand, since si−5 ≥ 0, we have di−5 ≥ 3ci−5 − ci−6 ≥ 11 by Lemma 5. On
the other hand, (23) becomes
di−5 = 9− 2ai−6 + ai−5 − bi−7 + bi−6 − bi−5
= 9− 2ai−6 − bi−7 − bi−5
≤ 9,
which is a contradiction. ⊓⊔
Lemma 8 If for some i, ci = 5 and ci−1 = · · · = ci−r = 4 for r ≥ 1, then ci−r−1 ≤ 4.
Proof For r = 1 and r = 2, the conclusion follows from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, respectively.
For r > 2, suppose to the contrary that ci−r−1 = 5. Since si = di − 3ci + ci−1 ≥ 0 for each
i, we have
di ≥ 3ci − ci−1 = 11,
di−1 ≥ 3ci−1 − ci−2 = 8,
..
.
di−r ≥ 3ci−r − ci−r−1 = 7,
di−r−1 ≥ 3ci−r−1 − ci−r−2 ≥ 11,
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where in the last inequality we used the fact that ci−r−2 ≤ 4 by Lemma 5. Combining with
(23), we get
11 ≤ di = 9− 2ai−1 + ai − bi−2 + bi−1 − bi, (37)
8 ≤ di−1 = 9− 2ai−2 + ai−1 − bi−3 + bi−2 − bi−1, (38)
...
7 ≤ di−r = 9− 2ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−2 + bi−r−1 − bi−r , (39)
11 ≤ di−r−1 = 9− 2ai−r−2 + ai−r−1 − bi−r−3 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1. (40)
Adding up both two adjacent inequalities above, we have
19 ≤ 18− 2ai−2 − ai−1 + ai − bi−3 − bi, (41)
16 ≤ 18− 2ai−3 − ai−2 + ai−1 − bi−4 − bi−1, (42)
...
15 ≤ 18− 2ai−r−1 − ai−r + ai−r+1 − bi−r−2 − bi−r+1, (43)
18 ≤ 18− 2ai−r−2 − ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r . (44)
Notice that (41) can be satisfied only if ai−2 = 0 and ai−1 ≤ 1. Similarly, we get ai−3 ≤
1, . . . , ai−r ≤ 1 and ai−r−2 = 0.
Now we prove that ci−r−2 = 4. Note that si−r−1 = di−r−1 − 3ci−r−1 + ci−r−2 ≥ 0.
Then we have ci−r−2 ≥ 3ci−r−1 − di−r−1 ≥ 2. By Lemma 5, we have 2 ≤ ci−r−2 ≤ 4.
If ci−r−2 = 2, it follows that
di−r−1 ≥ 3ci−r−1 − ci−r−2 = 13. (45)
Also note that di−r ≥ 3ci−r − ci−r−1 = 7. Adding up the two inequalities on di−r−1 and
di−r by (23), we get
20 ≤ di−r + di−r−1 = 18 − 2ai−r−2 − ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r ,
which can be satisfied only if ai−r = 2 and ai−r−1 = ai−r−2 = bi−r = bi−r−3 = 0. Then
we have
di−r−1 = 9− 2ai−r−2 + ai−r−1 − bi−r−3 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1
= 9 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1
≤ 11,
which contradicts to (45).
If ci−r−2 = 3, we have di−r−1 ≥ 3ci−r−1 − ci−r−2 = 12. Adding up the following two
inequalities
12 ≤ di−r−1 = 9− 2ai−r−2 + ai−r−1 − bi−r−3 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1, (46)
7 ≤ di−r = 9− 2ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−2 + bi−r−1 − bi−r ,
we get
19 ≤ 18− 2ai−r−2 − ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r .
Since ai−r ≤ 1, this inequality holds only if ai−r = 1 and ai−r−2 = ai−r−1 = bi−r =
bi−r−3 = 0. Back to (46), we have
12 ≤ di−r−1 = 9 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1
≤ 11,
which is a contradiction.
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Thus, we have ci−r−2 = 4. Note that si−r−2 = di−r−2 − 3ci−r−2 + ci−r−3 ≥ 0. Then
di−r−2 ≥ 3ci−r−2 − ci−r−3 ≥ 7. By (23), we get
7 ≤ di−r−2 = 9− 2ai−r−3 + ai−r−2 − bi−r−4 + bi−r−3 − bi−r−2. (47)
Adding 11 ≤ di−r−1, we have
18 ≤ 18− 2ai−r−3 − ai−r−2 + ai−r−1 − bi−r−4 − bi−r−1. (48)
It then follows that ai−r−3 ≤ 1. Now we discuss the possible values of ai−r−3.
I. ai−r−3 = 1.
From (48), it follows that ai−r−1 = 2 and bi−r−1 = bi−r−4 = 0. By (40) and (47), we
have
7 ≤ di−r−2 = 7 + bi−r−3 − bi−r−2,
11 ≤ di−r−1 = 11− bi−r−3 + bi−r−2.
Thus, bi−r−3 = bi−r−2, di−r−1 = 11 and di−r−2 = 7. Since si−r−2 = di−r−2 −
3ci−r−2 + ci−r−3 ≥ 0, we have ci−r−3 ≥ 3ci−r−2 − di−r−2 = 5 and then ci−r−3 = 5.
It then follows that di−r−3 ≥ 3ci−r−3− ci−r−4 ≥ 11 because ci−r−4 ≤ 4 by Lemma 5.
However, by (23), we have
11 ≤ di−r−3 = 9− 2ai−r−4 + ai−r−3 − bi−r−5 + bi−r−4 − bi−r−3
= 10− 2ai−r−4 − bi−r−5 − bi−r−3
≤ 10,
leading to a contradiction.
II. ai−r−3 = 0.
Then inequality (48) becomes 18 ≤ 18 + ai−r−1 − bi−r−4 − bi−r−1. We continue to
discuss the possible values of ai−r−1.
II.(i). ai−r−1 = 0.
By (48), we have ai−r = bi−4−1 = bi−r−4 = 0. Then inequality (40) becomes
11 ≤ di−r−1 = 9−bi−r−3+bi−r−2, which implies that bi−r−2 = 2 and bi−r−3 = 0.
It then follows from (47) that di−r−2 = 7. Since si−r−2 = di−r−2 − 3ci−r−2 +
ci−r−3 ≥ 0, we have ci−r−3 ≥ 3ci−r−2 − di−r−2 = 5 and then ci−r−3 = 5. There
is a contradiction as the following.
11 ≤ 3ci−r−3 − ci−r−4
≤ di−r−3
= 9− 2ai−r−4 + ai−r−3 − bi−r−5 + bi−r−4 − bi−r−3
= 9− 2ai−r−4 − bi−r−5 − bi−r−3
≤ 9.
II.(ii). ai−r−1 = 1.
By (44), we get 18 ≤ 17 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r . Together with ai−r ≤ 1, we have
ai−r = 1 and bi−r = bi−r−3 = 0. From (39) and (40), it follows that
7 ≤ 8− bi−r−2 + bi−r−1,
11 ≤ 10 + bi−r−2 − bi−r−1.
Thus, bi−r−2 − bi−r−1 = 1. There are the following two subcases.
II.(ii).a. bi−r−2 = 2 and bi−r−1 = 1.
By (47), we have
7 ≤ di−r−2 = 7− bi−r−4,
which implies that bi−r−4 = 0 and di−r−2 = 7. With similar argument to Case
II.(i), there is also a contradiction on di−r−3.
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II.(ii).b. bi−r−2 = 1 and bi−r−1 = 0.
Then (47) becomes 7 ≤ 8− bi−r−4, which implies that bi−r−4 ≤ 1.
If bi−r−4 = 1, we have di−r−2 = 7. It then follows that ci−r−3 ≥ 3ci−r−2 −
di−r−2 = 5. Similar argument to Case II.(i) also leads to a contradiction on
di−r−3.
If bi−r−4 = 0, we summarize the information on {ai} and {bi} in the tables
Ia and Ib, respectively.
Ia :=
[
ai−r ai−r−1 ai−r−2 ai−r−3
1 1 0 0
]
Ib :=
[
bi−r bi−r−1 bi−r−2 bi−r−3 bi−r−4
0 0 1 0 0
]
Recall that
8 ≤ di−j = 9− 2ai−j−1 + ai−j − bi−j−2 + bi−j−1 − bi−j ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and
ai−j ≤ 1,
for 3 ≤ j ≤ r. For j = r − 1, we have
8 ≤ di−r+1 = 9− 2ai−r + ai−r+1 − bi−r−1 + bi−r − bi−r+1
and ai−r+1 ≤ 1. It then follows from Ia and Ib that ai−r+1 = 1 and bi−r+1 =
0. Similarly, if we continue to do this for j = r− 2, . . . , 2, we get ai−2 = 1 and
bi−1 = 0, which contradicts to the fact that ai−2 = 0 by (41).
II.(iii). ai−r−1 = 2.
By (44), we have
18 ≤ 18− 2ai−r−2 − ai−r−1 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r
= 16 + ai−r − bi−r−3 − bi−r .
It then follows that ai−r = 2, which is a contradiction to ai−r ≤ 1.
To sum up, if ci−r−1 = 5, we can always derive a contradiction. Thus, the conclusion follows.
⊓⊔
Corollary 2 Let t be an integer with 1 ≤ t ≤ m. If ci = ci−t = 5 for some i, and ci−1 ≤ 4,
ci−2 ≤ 4, . . ., ci−(t−1) ≤ 4, then there exists some ℓ with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ t− 1 such that ci−ℓ < 4.
Proof Assume to the contrary that for every ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t − 1}, we have ci−ℓ = 4. That
is,
ci = 5, ci−1 = ci−2 = · · · = ci−(t−1) = 4.
Then by Lemma 8, we have ci−t ≤ 4, contradicting to the condition that ci−t = 5, which
completes the proof. ⊓⊔
Proof (Theorem 6) As discussed before, it suffices to prove (25). If ci ≤ 4 for all 0 ≤
i ≤ m − 1, inequality (25) directly holds. We now assume that there exists an h with
0 ≤ h ≤ m − 1, such that ch = 5. It is easily seen that ch, ch−1, . . . , ch−(m−1) is a shift
reverse of c0, c1, . . . , cm−1. Without loss of generality, we further assume that ch−i1 =
ch−i2 = · · · = ch−is = 5, where 0 = i1 ≤ i2 ≤ · · · ≤ is < m, s ≥ 1 and ch−j ≤ 4 for each
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} \ {i1, i2, . . . , is}. By Lemma 5, we have i2 ≥ i1 + 2, i3 ≥ i2 + 2, . . .,
is ≥ is−1 + 2 and m ≥ is + 2. Using Corollary 2, we have the following inequalities on the
sum of ci’s in each segment.
ch−i1 + ch−i1−1 + · · ·+ ch−(i2−1) ≤ 4(i2 − i1)
ch−i2 + ch−i2−1 + · · ·+ ch−(i3−1) ≤ 4(i3 − i2)
...
ch−is + ch−is−1 + · · ·+ ch−(m−1) ≤ 4(m − is)
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Summing up all the inequalities above, we get
m−1∑
i=0
ci =
m−1∑
j=0
ch−j ≤ 4m,
which completes the proof. ⊓⊔
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